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The Ultimate Guide to Minecraft Server - Timothy L. Warner 2015-07-02
Run your own Minecraft server: take total control of your Minecraft
experience! What’s more fun than playing multiplayer Minecraft?
Running your own Minecraft server. Now there’s a complete, up-to-date
guide to doing just that–even if you have no networking or server
experience! Best-selling tech author Timothy L. Warner covers all you
need to know, from the absolute basics to cutting-edge customization.
You’ll learn from crystal-clear, step-by-step instructions designed for
today’s newest Minecraft servers.Warner guides you through prepping
your computer and network…installing a basic server and powerful thirdparty alternatives…welcoming and managing users…protecting against
griefing and other attacks…adding powerful plug-ins and mods…using
easy subscription hosting services…giving your users a truly awesome
game experience. This book’s #1 goal is to help you have more fun with
Minecraft. But you’ll also master practical skills for a well-paid
technology career! Gain deep multiplayer Minecraft knowledge for
running your server well Configure your computer to reliably host
Minecraft Control your server through the Minecraft Server console
Connect users, communicate with them, and set rules they must follow
Master basic networking skills for improving server uptime and
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

performance Safeguard your server and users, and prevent griefing
Simplify complicated mods with integrated modpacks and launchers Run
on the Realms public cloud—let Minecraft worry about maintenance and
security Evaluate and choose a third-party hosting provider Customize
your spawn “lobby” to help new users find their way Support multiple
worlds and teleportation Earn cash with ads, sponsorships, cosmetic
upgrades, or VIP access Minecraft is a trademark of Mojang Synergies /
Notch Development AB. This book is not affiliated with or sponsored by
Mojang Synergies / Notch Development AB. Timothy L. Warner is the
author of Hacking Raspberry Pi and The Unauthorized Guide to iPhone,
iPad, and iPod Repair: A DIY Guide to Extending the Life of Your
iDevices!. He is a tech professional who has helped thousands of people
become more proficient with technology in business and education. He
holds the CompTIA A+ Computer Technician credential and 20 other
technical certifications. As Director of Technology for a progressive high
school, he created and managed a self-servicing warranty repair shop for
all of its Apple hardware. Now an author/evangelist for Pluralsight, he
shares Windows PowerShell scripting knowledge at
2minutepowershell.com.
CCNA Collaboration CICD 210-060 Official Cert Guide - Michael H.
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Valentine 2015-09-30
CCNA Collaboration CICD 210-060 Official Cert Guide CCNA
Collaboration CICD 210-060 Official Cert Guide from Cisco Press enables
you to succeed on the exam the first time and is the only self-study
resource approved by Cisco. Long-time Cisco expert and trainer Michael
Valentine shares preparation hints and test-taking tips, helping you
identify areas of weakness and improve both your conceptual knowledge
and hands-on skills. This complete, official study package includes A testpreparation routine proven to help you pass the exam “Do I Know This
Already?” quizzes, which enable you to decide how much time you need
to spend on each section Chapter-ending exercises, which help you drill
on key concepts you must know thoroughly The powerful Pearson IT
Certification Practice Testsoftware, complete with hundreds of wellreviewed, exam-realistic questions, customization options, and detailed
performance reports A final preparation chapter that guides you through
tools and resources to help you craft your review and test-taking
strategies Study plan suggestions and templates to help you organize
and optimize your study time Well regarded for its level of detail, study
plans, assessment features, challenging review questions and exercises,
this official study guide helps you master the concepts and techniques
that ensure your exam success. CCNA Collaboration CICD 210-060
Official Cert Guide is part of a recommended learning path from Cisco
that includes simulation and hands-on training from authorized Cisco
Learning Partners and self-study products from Cisco Press. To find out
more about instructor-led training, e-learning, and hands-on instruction
offered by authorized Cisco Learning Partners worldwide, please visit
www.cisco.com. Michael Valentine, CCNA, CCNP, CCDP, CCVP, CCSI
No. 31461, has worked in IT since 1996, and as a trainer since 2001. He
is currently a Cisco trainer with Skyline Advanced Technology Services,
specializing in Cisco Unified Communications and CCNA. His accessible,
humorous, and effective teaching style has demystified Cisco technology
for thousands of students. He has developed courseware and labs for
both Cisco and its training partners, is co-author of CCNA Exam Cram
(Exam 640-802), Third Edition, and is the author of CCNA Voice Quick
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Reference Guide. The official study guide helps you master topics on the
CCNA Collaboration CICD 210-060 exam, including the following: Cisco
Unified Communications components Cisco Unified Communications
Manager Express administration, end user management, dial plans, and
telephony features Cisco Unified Communications Manager
administration, end point management, dial plan elements and
interactions, and telephony and mobility features Cisco Unity Connection
voicemail CM IM and Presence support CME and CUCM management
and troubleshooting Monitoring Cisco Unity Connection The CD-ROM
contains more than 140 practice questions for the exam, memory table
exercises and answer keys, a glossary flash card tool, and a study
planner tool. Pearson IT Certification Practice Test minimum system
requirements: Windows Vista (SP2), Windows 7, Windows 8.1, or
Windows 10; Microsoft .NET Framework 4.5 Client; Pentium-class 1 GHz
processor (or equivalent); 512 MB RAM; 650 MB disk space plus 50 MB
for each downloaded practice exam; access to the Internet to register
and download exam databases This volume is part of the Official Cert
Guide series from Cisco Press. Books in this series provide officially
developed exam preparation materials that offer assessment, review, and
practice to help Cisco Career Certification candidates identify
weaknesses, concentrate their study efforts, and enhance their
confidence as exam day nears.
Life and Health Insurance License Exam Cram - BISYS Educational
Services 2004
If you are studying for your life and health insurance licensing exam, we
have the ultimate study tool for you. Life and Health Insurance License
Exam Cram is a great resource to help you learn the concepts, laws, rate
calculations and state and federal regulations that will be covered on the
exam. You'll also receive a CD that includes a fully-customizable test
engine, detailed score report and state-specific law supplement. No
matter where you are taking your exam or which area you need to focus
on during your studying, Life and Health Insurance License Exam Cram
is your smartest way to get certified. Please note: The CD-ROM and test
engine is NOT Mac iOS compatible.
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The Go Programming Language - Alan A. A. Donovan 2015-11-16
The Go Programming Language is the authoritative resource for any
programmer who wants to learn Go. It shows how to write clear and
idiomatic Go to solve real-world problems. The book does not assume
prior knowledge of Go nor experience with any specific language, so
you’ll find it accessible whether you’re most comfortable with JavaScript,
Ruby, Python, Java, or C++. The first chapter is a tutorial on the basic
concepts of Go, introduced through programs for file I/O and text
processing, simple graphics, and web clients and servers. Early chapters
cover the structural elements of Go programs: syntax, control flow, data
types, and the organization of a program into packages, files, and
functions. The examples illustrate many packages from the standard
library and show how to create new ones of your own. Later chapters
explain the package mechanism in more detail, and how to build, test,
and maintain projects using the go tool. The chapters on methods and
interfaces introduce Go’s unconventional approach to object-oriented
programming, in which methods can be declared on any type and
interfaces are implicitly satisfied. They explain the key principles of
encapsulation, composition, and substitutability using realistic examples.
Two chapters on concurrency present in-depth approaches to this
increasingly important topic. The first, which covers the basic
mechanisms of goroutines and channels, illustrates the style known as
communicating sequential processes for which Go is renowned. The
second covers more traditional aspects of concurrency with shared
variables. These chapters provide a solid foundation for programmers
encountering concurrency for the first time. The final two chapters
explore lower-level features of Go. One covers the art of
metaprogramming using reflection. The other shows how to use the
unsafe package to step outside the type system for special situations, and
how to use the cgo tool to create Go bindings for C libraries. The book
features hundreds of interesting and practical examples of well-written
Go code that cover the whole language, its most important packages, and
a wide range of applications. Each chapter has exercises to test your
understanding and explore extensions and alternatives. Source code is
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

freely available for download from http://gopl.io/ and may be
conveniently fetched, built, and installed using the go get command.
The Digital Negative - Jeff Schewe 2012-09-13
Shooting in the raw format gives digital photographers complete control
over every aspect of image quality. The Digital Negative: Raw Image
Processing in Lightroom, Camera Raw, and Photoshop is devoted
exclusively to the topic and shows you how to make the most of that
control. Now that raw image processing technology has matured as an
essential aspect of digital photography, you need a modern book that
takes a seasoned approach to the technology and explains the
advantages and challenges of using Lightroom or Camera Raw to
produce magnificent images. Renowned photographer and bestselling
author Jeff Schewe outlines a foolproof process for working with these
digital negatives and presents his real-world expertise on optimizing raw
images. You’ll also learn hands-on techniques for exposing and shooting
for raw image capture and developing a raw processing workflow, as
well as Photoshop techniques for perfecting the master image,
converting color to black and white, and processing for panoramic and
HDR images. Get the best tone and color from your digital negatives. Use
Lightroom and Camera Raw sharpening controls to maximize image
quality. Take advantage of Photoshop to do what Lightroom and Camera
Raw can’t. Produce stunning black-and-white images. Visit the book’s
companion website at TheDigitalNegativeBook.com for sample images
and more!
Process Analysis and Simulation in Chemical Engineering - Iván Darío Gil
Chaves 2015-11-27
This book offers a comprehensive coverage of process simulation and
flowsheeting, useful for undergraduate students of Chemical Engineering
and Process Engineering as theoretical and practical support in Process
Design, Process Simulation, Process Engineering, Plant Design, and
Process Control courses. The main concepts related to process
simulation and application tools are presented and discussed in the
framework of typical problems found in engineering design. The topics
presented in the chapters are organized in an inductive way, starting
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from the more simplistic simulations up to some complex problems.
Introduction To Design And Analysis Of Algorithms, 2/E - Anany
Levitin 2008-09
Fundamentals of Statistical Signal Processing - Steven M. Kay 2013
"For those involved in the design and implementation of signal
processing algorithms, this book strikes a balance between highly
theoretical expositions and the more practical treatments, covering only
those approaches necessary for obtaining an optimal estimator and
analyzing its performance. Author Steven M. Kay discusses classical
estimation followed by Bayesian estimation, and illustrates the theory
with numerous pedagogical and real-world examples."--Cover, volume 1.
Digital Video Processing - A. Murat Tekalp 2015-06-06
Over the years, thousands of engineering students and professionals
relied on Digital Video Processing as the definitive, in-depth guide to
digital image and video processing technology. Now, Dr. A. Murat Tekalp
has completely revamped the first edition to reflect today’s technologies,
techniques, algorithms, and trends. Digital Video Processing, Second
Edition, reflects important advances in image processing, computer
vision, and video compression, including new applications such as digital
cinema, ultra-high-resolution video, and 3D video. This edition offers
rigorous, comprehensive, balanced, and quantitative coverage of image
filtering, motion estimation, tracking, segmentation, video filtering, and
compression. Now organized and presented as a true tutorial, it contains
updated problem sets and new MATLAB projects in every chapter.
Coverage includes Multi-dimensional signals/systems: transforms,
sampling, and lattice conversion Digital images and video: human vision,
analog/digital video, and video quality Image filtering: gradient
estimation, edge detection, scaling, multi-resolution representations,
enhancement, de-noising, and restoration Motion estimation: image
formation; motion models; differential, matching, optimization, and
transform-domain methods; and 3D motion and shape estimation Video
segmentation: color and motion segmentation, change detection, shot
boundary detection, video matting, video tracking, and performance
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

evaluation Multi-frame filtering: motion-compensated filtering, multiframe standards conversion, multi-frame noise filtering, restoration, and
super-resolution Image compression: lossless compression, JPEG,
wavelets, and JPEG2000 Video compression: early standards, ITU-T
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, HEVC, Scalable Video Compression, and
stereo/multi-view approaches
Professional Android 4 Application Development - Reto Meier
2012-04-05
Developers, build mobile Android apps using Android 4 The fast-growing
popularity of Android smartphones and tablets creates a huge
opportunities for developers. If you're an experienced developer, you can
start creating robust mobile Android apps right away with this
professional guide to Android 4 application development. Written by one
of Google's lead Android developer advocates, this practical book walks
you through a series of hands-on projects that illustrate the features of
the Android SDK. That includes all the new APIs introduced in Android 3
and 4, including building for tablets, using the Action Bar, Wi-Fi Direct,
NFC Beam, and more. Shows experienced developers how to create
mobile applications for Android smartphones and tablets Revised and
expanded to cover all the Android SDK releases including Android 4.0
(Ice Cream Sandwich), including all updated APIs, and the latest changes
to the Android platform. Explains new and enhanced features such as
drag and drop, fragments, the action bar, enhanced multitouch support,
new environmental sensor support, major improvements to the animation
framework, and a range of new communications techniques including
NFC and Wi-Fi direct. Provides practical guidance on publishing and
marketing your applications, best practices for user experience, and
more This book helps you learn to master the design, lifecycle, and UI of
an Android app through practical exercises, which you can then use as a
basis for developing your own Android apps.
Learning Core Audio - Chris Adamson 2012-04-03
Audio can affect the human brain in the most powerful and profound
ways. Using Apple’s Core Audio, you can leverage all that power in your
own Mac and iOS software, implementing features ranging from audio
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capture to real-time effects, MP3 playback to virtual instruments, web
radio to VoIP support. The most sophisticated audio programming system
ever created, Core Audio is not simple. In Learning Core Audio , top Mac
programming author Chris Adamson and legendary Core Audio expert
Kevin Avila fully explain this challenging framework, enabling
experienced Mac or iOS programmers to make the most of it. In plain
language, Adamson and Avila explain what Core Audio can do, how it
works, and how it builds on the natural phenomena of sound and the
human language of audio. Next, using crystal-clear code examples, they
guide you through recording, playback, format conversion, Audio Units,
3D audio MIDI connectivity, and overcoming unique challenges of Core
Audio programming for iOS. Coverage includes: mastering Core Audio’s
surprising style and conventions; recording and playback with Audio
Queue; synthesizing audio; perform effects on audio streams; capturing
from the mic; mixing multiple streams; managing file streams; converting
formats; creating 3D positional audio; using Core MIDI on the Mac;
leveraging your Cocoa and Objective-C expertise in Core Audio’s C-based
environment, and much more. When you’ve mastered the “black arts” of
Core Audio, you can do some serious magic. This book will transform you
from an acolyte into a true Core Audio wizard.
Liespotting - Pamela Meyer 2010-07-20
GET TO THE TRUTH People--friends, family members, work colleagues,
salespeople--lie to us all the time. Daily, hourly, constantly. None of us is
immune, and all of us are victims. According to studies by several
different researchers, most of us encounter nearly 200 lies a day. Now
there's something we can do about it. Pamela Meyer's Liespotting links
three disciplines--facial recognition training, interrogation training, and a
comprehensive survey of research in the field--into a specialized body of
information developed specifically to help business leaders detect
deception and get the information they need to successfully conduct
their most important interactions and transactions. Some of the nation's
leading business executives have learned to use these methods to root
out lies in high stakes situations. Liespotting for the first time brings
years of knowledge--previously found only in the intelligence community,
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

police training academies, and universities--into the corporate
boardroom, the manager's meeting, the job interview, the legal
proceeding, and the deal negotiation. WHAT'S IN THE BOOK? Learn
communication secrets previously known only to a handful of scientists,
interrogators and intelligence specialists. Liespotting reveals what's
hiding in plain sight in every business meeting, job interview and
negotiation: - The single most dangerous facial expression to watch out
for in business & personal relationships - 10 questions that get people to
tell you anything - A simple 5-step method for spotting and stopping the
lies told in nearly every high-stakes business negotiation and interview Dozens of postures and facial expressions that should instantly put you
on Red Alert for deception - The telltale phrases and verbal responses
that separate truthful stories from deceitful ones - How to create a circle
of advisers who will guarantee your success
Augmented Reality - Dieter Schmalstieg 2016-06-01
Augmented reality (AR) is one of today's most fascinating and futureoriented areas of computer science and technology. By overlaying
computer-generated information on views of the real world, AR amplifies
human perception and cognition in remarkable new ways. Do you like the
virtual first-down line in football games on TV? That's AR. And AR apps
are rapidly coming to billions of smartphones, too. Working in AR
requires knowledge from diverse disciplines, including computer vision,
computer graphics, and human-computer interaction (HCI). Augmented
Reality: Principles and Practice integrates all this knowledge into a
single-source reference, presenting the most significant AR work with
scrupulous accuracy. Dieter Schmalstieg, a pioneer of both AR
foundation and application, is drawing from his two decades of AR
experience to clearly present the field. Together with mobile AR pioneer
and research colleague Tobias Höllerer, the authors address all aspects
of the field, illuminating AR from both technical and HCI perspectives.
The authors review AR's technical foundations, including display and
tracking technologies, show how AR emerges from the symbiosis of
computer vision and computer graphics, introduce AR-specific
visualization and 3D interaction techniques, and showcase applications
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from diverse industries. They conclude with an outlook on trends and
emerging technologies, including practical pointers for beginning
practitioners. This book is an indispensable resource for everyone
interested in AR, including software and app developers, engineers,
students and instructors, researchers, and hobbyists. For use in
educational environments, the authors will provide a companion website
containing slides, code examples, and other source materials.
Adobe Acrobat DC Classroom in a Book - Lisa Fridsma 2019-03-14
Adobe Acrobat DC Classroom in a Book, Third Edition, is the most
thorough and comprehensive way for you to learn how to reliably create,
edit, share, and sign PDF documents and forms with Adobe Acrobat DC.
Each of the 13 lessons in this step-by-step, project-based guide contains
a project that builds on your growing knowledge of the program, while
end-of-chapter review questions reinforce each lesson. This crossplatform (Mac and Windows) book shows you how to collaborate
effectively through electronic reviews, easily work with PDFs across
multiple platforms and devices (including via the Adobe Document Cloud
service), and speed up your production and business task workflows with
Acrobat DC. You will learn how to easily convert files from any
application to PDF and how to directly edit text and images in PDF
documents. You’ll also learn how to build PDF forms, and to speed up
business workflow by gathering feedback and approval using new shared
document review features. And you’ll learn how to create interactive
forms and track responses within Acrobat, add signatures and security to
PDF files, work with companion Acrobat apps, and much more. All of the
project files used in the book’s lessons are available for download.
Nikon D5500 - Rob Sylvan 2015-05-15
Now that you’ve bought the amazing Nikon D5500, you need a book that
goes beyond a tour of the camera’s features to show you exactly how to
use the camera to take great pictures. With Nikon D5500: From
Snapshots to Great Shots, you get the perfect blend of photography
instruction and camera reference that will take your images to the next
level! Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this book teaches
you how to take control of your photography to get the image you want
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

every time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your friendly and
knowledgeable guide, photographer Rob Sylvan, and you will: Learn the
top ten things you need to know about shooting with the D5500 Master
the photographic basics of composition, focus, and depth of field Use the
D5500’s automatic scene and professional modes for more control over
your images Understand all the best tricks and techniques for getting
great action shots, landscapes, and portraits Find out how to get great
photos in low light Harness the power of enhanced video recording and
capture beautiful moving images with the D5500 Fully grasp all the
concepts and techniques as you go, with assignments at the end of every
chapter And once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the book’s Flickr
group, share your photos, and discuss how you use your D5500 to get
great shots at flickr.com/groups/nikonD5500_fromsnapshotstogreatshots.
Building a Digital Analytics Organization - Judah Phillips 2013-07-25
Drive maximum business value from digital analytics, web analytics, site
analytics, and business intelligence! In Building a Digital Analytics
Organization, pioneering expert Judah Phillips thoroughly explains digital
analytics to business practitioners, and presents best practices for using
it to reduce costs and increase profitable revenue throughout the
business. Phillips covers everything from making the business case
through defining and executing strategy, and shows how to successfully
integrate analytical processes, technology, and people in all aspects of
operations. This unbiased and product-independent guide is replete with
examples, many based on the author’s own extensive experience.
Coverage includes: key concepts; focusing initiatives and strategy on
business value, not technology; building an effective analytics
organization; choosing the right tools (and understanding their
limitations); creating processes and managing data; analyzing paid,
owned, and earned digital media; performing competitive and qualitative
analyses; optimizing and testing sites; implementing integrated
multichannel digital analytics; targeting consumers; automating
marketing processes; and preparing for the revolutionary “analytical
economy.” For all business practitioners interested in analytics and
business intelligence in all areas of the organization.
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Fundamentals of Digital Communication - Upamanyu Madhow
2008-03-06
This is a concise presentation of the concepts underlying the design of
digital communication systems, without the detail that can overwhelm
students. Many examples, from the basic to the cutting-edge, show how
the theory is used in the design of modern systems and the relevance of
this theory will motivate students. The theory is supported by practical
algorithms so that the student can perform computations and
simulations. Leading edge topics in coding and wireless communication
make this an ideal text for students taking just one course on the subject.
Fundamentals of Digital Communications has coverage of turbo and
LDPC codes in sufficient detail and clarity to enable hands-on
implementation and performance evaluation, as well as 'just enough'
information theory to enable computation of performance benchmarks to
compare them against. Other unique features include space-time
communication and geometric insights into noncoherent communication
and equalization.
Color Correction Handbook - Alexis Van Hurkman 2014
The 'Color Correction Handbook' covers a wide variety of techniques that
can be used by colourists, no matter what system they're using. From the
most basic methods for evaluating and correcting an overall image, to
the most advanced targeted corrections and creative stylizations
typically employed, this book covers it all.
Supply Chain Network Design - Michael Watson 2013
Introduction and basic building blocks. Adding costs to two echelon
supply chains. Advanced modeling and expanding to multiple echelons.
How to get industrial streng results. Case study wrap up.
Network Fundamentals, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide Mark Dye 2007-10-29
Network Fundamentals, CCNA Exploration Companion Guide is the
official supplemental textbook for the Network Fundamentals course in
the Cisco® Networking Academy® CCNA® Exploration curriculum
version 4. The course, the first of four in the new curriculum, is based on
a top-down approach to networking. The Companion Guide, written and
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

edited by Networking Academy instructors, is designed as a portable
desk reference to use anytime, anywhere. The book’s features reinforce
the material in the course to help you focus on important concepts and
organize your study time for exams. New and improved features help you
study and succeed in this course: Chapter objectives–Review core
concepts by answering the focus questions listed at the beginning of
each chapter. Key terms–Refer to the updated lists of networking
vocabulary introduced and highlighted in context in each chapter.
Glossary–Consult the comprehensive glossary with more than 250 terms.
Check Your Understanding questions and answer key–Evaluate your
readiness with the updated end-of-chapter questions that match the style
of questions you see on the online course quizzes. The answer key
explains each answer. Challenge questions and activities–Strive to ace
more challenging review questions and activities designed to prepare
you for the complex styles of questions you might see on the CCNA exam.
The answer key explains each answer. How To–Look for this icon to
study the steps you need to learn to perform certain tasks. Packet Tracer
Activities– Explore networking concepts in activities interspersed
throughout some chapters using Packet Tracer v4.1 developed by Cisco.
The files for these activities are on the accompanying CD-ROM. Also
available for the Network Fundamentals Course Network Fundamentals,
CCNA Exploration Labs and Study Guide ISBN-10: 1-58713-203-6
ISBN-13: 978-1-58713-203-2 Companion CD-ROM **See instructions
within the ebook on how to get access to the files from the CD-ROM that
accompanies this print book.** The CD-ROM provides many useful tools
and information to support your education: Packet Tracer Activity
exercise files v4.1 VLSM Subnetting Chart Structured Cabling
Exploration Supplement Taking Notes: a .txt file of the chapter objectives
A Guide to Using a Networker’s Journal booklet IT Career Information
Tips on Lifelong Learning in Networking This book is part of the Cisco
Networking Academy Series from Cisco Press®. The products in this
series support and complement the Cisco Networking Academy online
curriculum.
The CERT Guide to Insider Threats - Dawn M. Cappelli 2012-01-20
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Since 2001, the CERT® Insider Threat Center at Carnegie Mellon
University’s Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has collected and
analyzed information about more than seven hundred insider cyber
crimes, ranging from national security espionage to theft of trade
secrets. The CERT® Guide to Insider Threats describes CERT’s findings
in practical terms, offering specific guidance and countermeasures that
can be immediately applied by executives, managers, security officers,
and operational staff within any private, government, or military
organization. The authors systematically address attacks by all types of
malicious insiders, including current and former employees, contractors,
business partners, outsourcers, and even cloud-computing vendors. They
cover all major types of insider cyber crime: IT sabotage, intellectual
property theft, and fraud. For each, they present a crime profile
describing how the crime tends to evolve over time, as well as
motivations, attack methods, organizational issues, and precursor
warnings that could have helped the organization prevent the incident or
detect it earlier. Beyond identifying crucial patterns of suspicious
behavior, the authors present concrete defensive measures for
protecting both systems and data. This book also conveys the big picture
of the insider threat problem over time: the complex interactions and
unintended consequences of existing policies, practices, technology,
insider mindsets, and organizational culture. Most important, it offers
actionable recommendations for the entire organization, from executive
management and board members to IT, data owners, HR, and legal
departments. With this book, you will find out how to Identify hidden
signs of insider IT sabotage, theft of sensitive information, and fraud
Recognize insider threats throughout the software development life cycle
Use advanced threat controls to resist attacks by both technical and
nontechnical insiders Increase the effectiveness of existing technical
security tools by enhancing rules, configurations, and associated
business processes Prepare for unusual insider attacks, including attacks
linked to organized crime or the Internet underground By implementing
this book’s security practices, you will be incorporating protection
mechanisms designed to resist the vast majority of malicious insider
understanding-digital-signal-processing-pearsoncmg

attacks.
Programming - Bjarne Stroustrup 2014
An introduction to programming by the inventor of C++, Programming
prepares students for programming in the real world. This book assumes
that they aim eventually to write non-trivial programs, whether for work
in software development or in some other technical field. It explains
fundamental concepts and techniques in greater depth than traditional
introductions. This approach gives students a solid foundation for writing
useful, correct, maintainable, and efficient code. This book is an
introduction to programming in general, including object-oriented
programming and generic programming. It is also a solid introduction to
the C++ programming language, one of the most widely used languages
for real-world software. It presents modern C++ programming
techniques from the start, introducing the C++ standard library to
simplify programming tasks.
GoPro - Bradford Schmidt 2014-11-18
Provides information on creating films using a GoPro camera, discussing
the camera standard and experimental mounts, video modes, settings,
and editing features, with several filmmakers discussing their
experiences working with a GoPro.
Your Brand, The Next Media Company - Michael Brito 2013-09-19
Content is still king–and if you’re a brand marketer, you need to start
thinking like a media company, too. Your Brand, The Next Media
Company brings together the strategic insights, operational frameworks,
and practical approaches for transforming your brand into a highly
successful media company. There is a content and media surplus in the
marketplace, and there is an attention deficit in the minds of consumers
today. Their lives are dynamic and completely unpredictable. They are
highly influential and aid their peers down the purchase funnel using
organic conversations about the products they care about and the ones
they don’t. In order to reach these consumers, brands must create
recent, relevant, and game changing content to break through the clutter
and successfully change their behavior. Social business pioneer Michael
Brito covers every step of the process, including: Understanding the
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unpredictable nature and dynamic behaviors of the social customer
Deploying social business strategies that will help facilitate the change
from brand to media company Building a content organization and
setting the stage for transformation Creating a real-time command
center that will help facilitate reactive and proactive content marketing
Creating a centralized editorial team that will drive content strategy,
governance, and cross-team collaboration Building the content supply
chain (workflows for content ideation, creation, approval, distribution,
and integration) Enabling customers and employees (brand journalists)
to feed the content engine Developing your content strategy that can be
executed across paid, earned, and owned media content Transitioning
from “brand messaging” to a highly relevant content narrative
Evaluating the content marketing vendors and software platforms vying
for your business Along the way, Brito presents multiple case studies
from brand leaders worldwide, including RedBull, Oreo, Tesla Motors,
Burberry, Sharpie, and Pepsi—delivering specific, actionable, powerfully
relevant insights you can act on to begin the transformation from brand
to media company.
The Way of the Digital Photographer - Harold Davis 2013-07-15
In The Way of the Digital Photographer, master photographer and digital
artist Harold Davis shows you how to make digital photography an art
form. Great digital photographs need both camera and computer to be
truly extraordinary. Using detailed examples and case studies from his
own work, Davis provides myriad ideas you can use in your own work,
and he shows you how to unlock your own creativity to make those
special images you have always dreamed of! Readers discover how to
effectively use post-processing techniques and gain insight as to how the
techniques and steps involved can inform their choices when making a
photo and in postproduction workflow.
Why Great Leaders Don't Take Yes for an Answer - Michael A. Roberto
2005-06-06
Harvard Business School's Michael Roberto draws on powerful decisionmaking case studies from every walk of life, showing how to promote
honest, constructive dissent and skepticism; use it to improve decisions;
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and align organizations behind those decisions. Learn from disasters like
the Space Shuttle Columbia and JFK's Bay of Pigs Invasion, from
successes like Sid Caesar and Bill Parcells, from George W. Bush's
decision-making after 9/11. Roberto complements his compelling case
studies with extensive new research on executive decisionmaking.
Discover how to test and probe a management team; when 'yes' means
'yes' and when it doesn't; and how to build real consensus that leads to
action. Gain important new insights into managing teams, mitigating
risk, promoting corporate ethics, and much more.
Software Requirements - Karl Eugene Wiegers 1999-01-01
Publisher Fact Sheet A concise, hands-on approach to managing &
improving the critical requirements process in software development.
A Visual Guide to Minecraft® - James H. Clark 2014-10-28
Dig into Minecraft® with this (parent-approved) guide full of tips, hints,
and projects! A Visual Guide to Minecraft® is written with younger
players in mind and offers page after page of engaging age-appropriate
content about the game. The book is packed with pictures, descriptions,
and easy-to-follow projects for building everything from simple shelters
to awesome redstone contraptions. After purchasing the book, you get
access to more than three hours of free video that step you through
engaging Minecraft® projects, from building a farm to shooting off
fireworks. You’ll discover how to Construct a quick shelter to help you
survive your first night. Craft and enchant items, and make potions. Build
nether portals and safely make your way around the nether. Create
fantastic redstone projects, from automatic doors and light sensors to
TNT cannons and fireworks launchers. Furnish your buildings with
lights, appliances, paintings, flowerpots, and fireplaces–and add perfect
finishing touches. Make and manage efficient farms. Customize
Minecraft® with mods, skins, and resource packs. Join a server and even
host a game. Minecraft® is a trademark of Mojang Synergies/Notch
Development AB. This book is not affiliated with or sponsored by Mojang
Synergies/Notch Development AB.
The Essential Guide to Digital Signal Processing - Richard G. Lyons
2014
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Explains digital and analog signals and DSP applications using everyday
examples and simple diagrams, including digital signal collection,
filtering, analysis, and how digital signal processing works in modern
electronic devices.
Understanding Digital Signal Processing - Richard G. Lyons
2010-11-01
Amazon.com’s Top-Selling DSP Book for Seven Straight Years—Now
Fully Updated! Understanding Digital Signal Processing, Third Edition, is
quite simply the best resource for engineers and other technical
professionals who want to master and apply today’s latest DSP
techniques. Richard G. Lyons has updated and expanded his best-selling
second edition to reflect the newest technologies, building on the
exceptionally readable coverage that made it the favorite of DSP
professionals worldwide. He has also added hands-on problems to every
chapter, giving students even more of the practical experience they need
to succeed. Comprehensive in scope and clear in approach, this book
achieves the perfect balance between theory and practice, keeps math at
a tolerable level, and makes DSP exceptionally accessible to beginners
without ever oversimplifying it. Readers can thoroughly grasp the basics
and quickly move on to more sophisticated techniques. This edition adds
extensive new coverage of FIR and IIR filter analysis techniques, digital
differentiators, integrators, and matched filters. Lyons has significantly
updated and expanded his discussions of multirate processing
techniques, which are crucial to modern wireless and satellite
communications. He also presents nearly twice as many DSP Tricks as in
the second edition—including techniques even seasoned DSP
professionals may have overlooked. Coverage includes New homework
problems that deepen your understanding and help you apply what
you’ve learned Practical, day-to-day DSP implementations and problemsolving throughout Useful new guidance on generalized digital networks,
including discrete differentiators, integrators, and matched filters Clear
descriptions of statistical measures of signals, variance reduction by
averaging, and real-world signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) computation A
significantly expanded chapter on sample rate conversion (multirate
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systems) and associated filtering techniques New guidance on
implementing fast convolution, IIR filter scaling, and more Enhanced
coverage of analyzing digital filter behavior and performance for diverse
communications and biomedical applications Discrete
sequences/systems, periodic sampling, DFT, FFT, finite/infinite impulse
response filters, quadrature (I/Q) processing, discrete Hilbert
transforms, binary number formats, and much more
How Computers Work - Ron White 2014-12-08
Explains the structure and functions of microprocessors, hard drives,
disk drives, tape drives, keyboards, CD-ROM, multimedia sound and
video, serial ports, mice, modems, scanners, LANs, and printers.
Complete A+ Guide to IT Hardware and Software - Cheryl A. Schmidt
2019-07-29
Master IT hardware and software installation, configuration, repair,
maintenance, and troubleshooting and fully prepare for the CompTIA®
A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and Core 2 (220-1002) exams. This is your all-inone, real-world, full-color guide to connecting, managing, and
troubleshooting modern devices and systems in authentic IT scenarios.
Its thorough instruction built on the CompTIA A+ Core 1 (220-1001) and
Core 2 (220-1002) exam objectives includes coverage of Windows 10,
Mac, Linux, Chrome OS, Android, iOS, cloud-based software, mobile and
IoT devices, security, Active Directory, scripting, and other modern
techniques and best practices for IT management. Award-winning
instructor Cheryl Schmidt also addresses widely-used legacy
technologies—making this the definitive resource for mastering the tools
and technologies you’ll encounter in real IT and business environments.
Schmidt’s emphasis on both technical and soft skills will help you rapidly
become a well-qualified, professional, and customer-friendly technician.
LEARN MORE QUICKLY AND THOROUGHLY WITH THESE STUDY AND
REVIEW TOOLS: Learning Objectives and chapter opening lists of
CompTIA A+ Certification Exam Objectives make sure you know exactly
what you’ll be learning, and you cover all you need to know Hundreds of
photos, figures, and tables present information in a visually compelling
full-color design Practical Tech Tips provide real-world IT tech support
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knowledge Soft Skills best-practice advice and team-building activities in
every chapter cover key tools and skills for becoming a professional,
customer-friendly technician Review Questions—including true/false,
multiple choice, matching, fill-in-the-blank, and open-ended
questions—carefully assess your knowledge of each learning objective
Thought-provoking activities help students apply and reinforce chapter
content, and allow instructors to “flip” the classroom if they choose Key
Terms identify exam words and phrases associated with each topic
Detailed Glossary clearly defines every key term Dozens of Critical
Thinking Activities take you beyond the facts to deeper understanding
Chapter Summaries recap key concepts for more efficient studying
Certification Exam Tips provide insight into the certification exam and
preparation process
Analysis, Synthesis and Design of Chemical Processes - Richard Turton
2008-12-24
The Leading Integrated Chemical Process Design Guide: Now with New
Problems, New Projects, and More More than ever, effective design is
the focal point of sound chemical engineering. Analysis, Synthesis, and
Design of Chemical Processes, Third Edition, presents design as a
creative process that integrates both the big picture and the small
details–and knows which to stress when, and why. Realistic from start to
finish, this book moves readers beyond classroom exercises into openended, real-world process problem solving. The authors introduce
integrated techniques for every facet of the discipline, from finance to
operations, new plant design to existing process optimization. This fully
updated Third Edition presents entirely new problems at the end of every
chapter. It also adds extensive coverage of batch process design,
including realistic examples of equipment sizing for batch sequencing;
batch scheduling for multi-product plants; improving production via
intermediate storage and parallel equipment; and new optimization
techniques specifically for batch processes. Coverage includes
Conceptualizing and analyzing chemical processes: flow diagrams,
tracing, process conditions, and more Chemical process economics:
analyzing capital and manufacturing costs, and predicting or assessing
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profitability Synthesizing and optimizing chemical processing:
experience-based principles, BFD/PFD, simulations, and more Analyzing
process performance via I/O models, performance curves, and other tools
Process troubleshooting and “debottlenecking” Chemical engineering
design and society: ethics, professionalism, health, safety, and new
“green engineering” techniques Participating successfully in chemical
engineering design teams Analysis, Synthesis, and Design of Chemical
Processes, Third Edition, draws on nearly 35 years of innovative
chemical engineering instruction at West Virginia University. It includes
suggested curricula for both single-semester and year-long design
courses; case studies and design projects with practical applications; and
appendixes with current equipment cost data and preliminary design
information for eleven chemical processes–including seven brand new to
this edition.
Free-to-Play - Will Luton 2013-05-27
“ Will’s knowledge of F2P comes from years of building games, as well as
writing about and consulting with developers on the model. All the topics
covered in this book—economics, gameplay, monetization, analytics and
marketing—are important to consider when you’re building an F2P
game, and Will covers each with an easy-to-digest style.” —Ian Marsh,
co-founder, NimbleBit Free-to-Play: Making Money From Games You
Give Away is an accessible and complete guide to the business model
that has revolutionized the videogames industry, creating huge hits,
multi-billion-dollar startups and a new deal for players: Play for free,
spend on what you like. Written by respected game designer and
consultant Will Luton, Free-to-Play gives you the in-the-trenches insight
you need to build, run and make money from games you give away. In it
you’ll find: Psychology behind player decisions and the motivations to
play Simple and accessible explanations of the math and economic
theories behind F2P, including working examples Processes for
capturing and using player data to improve your game Marketing tips on
positioning your game and attracting players Plus: A downloadable F2P
spreadsheet, articles from the author, a foreword by NimbleBit cofounder Ian Marsh and an interview with Zynga CEO, Mark Pincus.
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Effective Help Desk Specialist Skills - Darril Gibson 2014-10-27
All of today’s help desk support skills, in one easy-to-understand book
The perfect beginner’s guide: No help desk or support experience
necessary Covers both “soft” personal skills and “hard” technical skills
Explains the changing role of help desk professionals in the modern
support center Today, everyone depends on technology–and practically
everyone needs help to use it well. Organizations deliver that assistance
through help desks. This guide brings together all the knowledge you
need to succeed in any help desk or technical support role, prepare for
promotion, and succeed with the support-related parts of other IT jobs.
Leading technology instructor Darril Gibson tours the modern help desk,
explains what modern support professionals really do, and fully covers
both of the skill sets you’ll need: technical and personal. In clear and
simple language, he discusses everything from troubleshooting specific
problems to working with difficult users. You’ll even learn how to
manage a help desk, so it works better and delivers more value.
Coverage includes: • How the modern help desk has evolved •
Understanding your users’ needs, goals, and attitudes • Walking through
the typical help desk call • Communicating well: listening actively and
asking better questions • Improving interactions and handling difficult
situations • Developing positive attitudes, and “owning” the problem •
Managing your time and stress • Supporting computers, networks,
smartphones, and tablets • Finding the technical product knowledge you
need • Protecting the security of your users, information, and devices •
Defining, diagnosing, and solving problems, step by step • Writing it up:
from incident reports to documentation • Working in teams to meet the
goals of the business • Using ITIL to improve the services you provide •
Calculating help desk costs, benefits, value, and performance • Taking
control of your support career Powerful features make it easier to learn
about help desk careers! • Clear introductions describe the big ideas and
show how they fit with what you’ve already learned • Specific chapter
objectives tell you exactly what you need to learn • Key Terms lists help
you identify important terms and a complete Glossary helps you
understand them • Author’s Notes and On The Side features help you go
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deeper into the topic if you want to • Chapter Review tools and activities
help you make sure you’ve learned the material Exclusive Mind Mapping
activities! • Organize important ideas visually–in your mind, in your
words • Learn more, remember more • Understand how different ideas
fit together
Secure Coding in C and C++ - Robert C. Seacord 2005-09-09
"The security of information systems has not improved at a rate
consistent with the growth and sophistication of the attacks being made
against them. To address this problem, we must improve the underlying
strategies and techniques used to create our systems. Specifically, we
must build security in from the start, rather than append it as an
afterthought. That's the point of Secure Coding in C and C++. In careful
detail, this book shows software developers how to build high-quality
systems that are less vulnerable to costly and even catastrophic attack.
It's a book that every developer should read before the start of any
serious project." --Frank Abagnale, author, lecturer, and leading
consultant on fraud prevention and secure documents Learn the Root
Causes of Software Vulnerabilities and How to Avoid Them Commonly
exploited software vulnerabilities are usually caused by avoidable
software defects. Having analyzed nearly 18,000 vulnerability reports
over the past ten years, the CERT/Coordination Center (CERT/CC) has
determined that a relatively small number of root causes account for
most of them. This book identifies and explains these causes and shows
the steps that can be taken to prevent exploitation. Moreover, this book
encourages programmers to adopt security best practices and develop a
security mindset that can help protect software from tomorrow's attacks,
not just today's. Drawing on the CERT/CC's reports and conclusions,
Robert Seacord systematically identifies the program errors most likely
to lead to security breaches, shows how they can be exploited, reviews
the potential consequences, and presents secure alternatives. Coverage
includes technical detail on how to Improve the overall security of any
C/C++ application Thwart buffer overflows and stack-smashing attacks
that exploit insecure string manipulation logic Avoid vulnerabilities and
security flaws resulting from the incorrect use of dynamic memory
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management functions Eliminate integer-related problems: integer
overflows, sign errors, and truncation errors Correctly use formatted
output functions without introducing format-string vulnerabilities Avoid
I/O vulnerabilities, including race conditions Secure Coding in C and
C++ presents hundreds of examples of secure code, insecure code, and
exploits, implemented for Windows and Linux. If you're responsible for
creating secure C or C++ software--or for keeping it safe--no other book
offers you this much detailed, expert assistance.
Drupal 7 Explained - Stephen Burge 2013
Drupal made easy, by top Drupal trainer Stephen Burge, who teaches
everything a student needs to know--and nothing they don't need to
know! They'll master Drupal one easy step at a time, through a complete,
real-world sample project. With crystal-clear visuals, simple
explanations, perfect analogies, Drupal 7 Explained guides students up
the learning curve--from confusion to results!
Sams Teach Yourself the Twitter API in 24 Hours - Christopher Peri
2011-06-20
In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you’ll learn how to build great
new social applications with the latest versions of the Twitter API. Using
this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll discover all you
can do with the Twitter API, and master everything from the absolute
basics to the newest innovations. One step at a time, you’ll learn how to
build Twitter clients and extend them with more power… use advanced
features like streaming and geotagging… even build mobile Twitter apps
for iPhone and Android! Each lesson builds on what you’ve already
learned resulting in a fully functional Twitter application, giving you a
strong real-world foundation for success, even if you’re completely new
to Twitter development! Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you
through the most common Twitter API programming tasks. Quizzes and
Exercises at the end of each chapter help you test your knowledge. By
the Way notes present interesting information related to the discussion.
Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform
tasks. Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you
advice on how to avoid them. Learn how to… Make the right upfront
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decisions in planning your application Integrate Twitter support into
existing sites, services, and applications Set up your Twitter development
environment Make Twitter API calls, handle responses, and develop
readers Construct dynamic frameworks to efficiently generate and
manage multiple API calls Build basic clients and extend them to handle
more powerful tasks Securely access server resources with OAuth Use
Direct Messages, Lists, Search, and other Twitter API features Enable
users to control their accounts, establish favorites and friendships, send
notifications, and block individuals Build location-based, geotagged
applications with Twitter’s GEO API Give users up-to-the-minute
information about the hottest Twitter topics Get started with Twitter
development for iPhone and Android Understand the future of Twitter
API development
Social Media and Public Relations - Deirdre Breakenridge 2012-04-17
In Social Media and Public Relations: Eight New Practices for the PR
Professional, social marketing pioneer Deirdre Breakenridge teaches and
demonstrates the eight new skills and mindsets PR/marketing pros need
to build brands and engage customers in a social world. This concise,
action-oriented book shows practitioners how to systematically expand
their roles, improve their processes, and sharpen their strategies to
engage with today’s more sophisticated and socialized customers.
Drawing on her extensive client experience, Breakenridge helps you
respond to consumers who demand control over their own brand
relationships… marry communications with technology more effectively,
and become your organization’s go-to resource on social technology
decisions… reflect social media realities throughout your policies and
governance… generate greater internal collaboration, eliminating silos
once and for all… listen to consumers’ conversations, and apply what
you’re learning… build communications crisis plans you can implement
at a moment’s notice… develop profound new insights into how
consumers construct and perceive their brand relationships.,. practice
“reputation management on steroids”… take the lead on identifying and
applying metrics… and much more. For all PR, marketing, and
communications executives and professionals; and for students intending
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to enter these fields.
CCNA Voice 640-461 - Jeremy Cioara 2011-09-09
Learn, prepare, and practice for exam success, master CCNA voice
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640-461 exam topics, and assess your knowledge with chapter-opening
quizzes. Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks and practice
with realistic exam questions on the CD-ROM.
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